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Some of the most incendiary accusations made 
against Iran’s government by corporate media, 
celebrity influencers and Western leaders in the past 
months are little more than fabrications. And most 
remain uncorrected. 

Protests in Iran that ostensibly began as a reaction to the death of a woman in 
police custody in September 2022 have prompted unprecedented international 
opposition to its government, not only from the usual Western, Israeli and Saudi 
suspects, but from celebrity social media influencers with no previous record of 
commenting on Iranian affairs. 

Iran is now the target of a carefully coordinated information war with a single goal 
to drive international support for regime change by any means – whether through 
sanctions, armed insurrection, military intervention, or some combination of the 
three. 
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Before a largely uncritical audience of billions of admiring Instagram followers who 
do not speak Farsi and have little to no understanding of Iranian politics or culture, 
a collection of Hollywood actors, washed-up rockers and top models have pumped 
out viral posts depicting ghastly abuses of protesters by Iran’s security forces, 
including retaliatory home demolitions and outright massacres. 

While Western media outlets from the BBC to the New York Post have spun out a 
series of reports accusing Iran of killing more protesters than civilians killed by 
Russia in Ukraine, think tank pundits and leaders of NATO governments have 
claimed that Tehran has sentenced 15,000 people to death simply for participating 
in anti-government demonstrations. 

These horrific stories would certainly seem to legitimize the calls for regime 
change, but there’s just one problem: they are just stories. 

Indeed, some of the most incendiary accusations leveled against Iran’s government 
by legacy media outlets, celebrities and Western leaders in the past months are 
simply fabrications, while others lack critical context that deadens their impact. 
And as we will see, few, if any, of the bogus reports and phony social media posts 
have been retracted or corrected by official fact-checkers.  

The examples of regime change disinformation listed below represent a mere 
snapshot of the propaganda war launched against Iran since protests and violent 
anti-government riots erupted in September 2022. Taken together, however, they 
expose the near-total refusal of corporate media and social media fact-checkers to 
exercise even the most basic standards of integrity whenever Iran’s government is 
the subject. 

BBC Persian accuses Iran of killing more than Russia 
in Ukraine 



BBC Persian headline: Iran’s crackdown has left as many dead as the war in Ukraine 
On, November 18, BBC Persian posted an image Instagram and Facebook showing a 
crowd of Iranians cheering as a vehicle was set on fire. “The bloody crackdown on 
protests has left as many deaths as the war in Ukraine,” read the BBC Persian 
headline. 

https://www.facebook.com/bbcpersian/photos/a.10156066920677713/10160405040822713/


 



This was, at best, an act of journalistic malpractice, as the hyperbolic headline was 
only explained in the third paragraph of the BBC’s article as referring to two 
entirely different, arbitrarily chosen date ranges for Iran and Ukraine. The BBC 
continued, “As human rights organizations report, between September 22 and 
October 17, 224 protesters died in Iran and in Ukraine between September 1 to 
September 25th, 216 Ukrainian citizens died in Ukraine.” Which “human rights 
organizations” provided these vaguely worded statistics was not specified, but it 
was clear the date ranges were cherry picked.  

By this same distorted logic, the BBC could have claimed that “more protesters 
have been killed today in Iran than died in WWI,” with some later clarification 
concealed by an obscure asterisk-linked footnote explaining that they were 
referring only to the one day of the Christmas truce in 1914.  

Iran pioneers time traveling technology  

CNN falsely claimed that the family home of a female Iranian rock climber, Elnaz 
Rekabi, had been demolished as punishment for her participating without a hijab in 
a South Korean competition on October 15, 2022.  

Rekabi, a member of the Iranian national team, spoke after the South Korean 
competition and explained that not wearing a headscarf was unintentional – due to 
a rushed competition – and not meant as a political statement. English-language 
websites began running stories that Rekabi had been abducted and her family home 
had been destroyed by the ‘regime’ in retribution. BBC, The Guardian, Le 
Monde and others had claimed Rekabi went missing, while raising concerns about 
her whereabouts. The wave of misinformation prompted the Iranian Embassy to 
take to Twitter to correct the record. Rekabi then announced on Instagram that 
she was doing just fine, and on her way home.  

The New York Post published perhaps the most embarrassing piece of fake news on 
Rekabi’s supposed disappearance. The Murdoch-owned tabloid relied on BBC 
Persia’s supposedly well-connected reporter Rana Rahimpour’s tweets as the 
source of its now-discredited article. And it appears that the New York Post has not 
noticed that Rahimpour has deleted every single tweet it linked to in the article. 
While Rahimpour claimed “Iranian officials” had absconded Rekabi, in reality, she 
voluntarily boarded a flight with coaches of her own national team and headed 
home. 

https://twitter.com/Leelako/status/1593516325489500161?t=8ZtpcDV4qEuuyRWdqDxQfw&s=19
https://www.cnn.com/2022/12/02/middleeast/iran-climber-home-intl/index.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/oct/18/fears-for-iranian-climber-elnaz-rekabi-after-she-competed-in-seoul-without-a-hijab
https://www.lemonde.fr/en/international/article/2022/10/20/elnaz-rekabi-the-iranian-climber-who-disappeared-after-competing-without-a-hijab-resurfaces-in-tehran_6001038_4.html
https://www.lemonde.fr/en/international/article/2022/10/20/elnaz-rekabi-the-iranian-climber-who-disappeared-after-competing-without-a-hijab-resurfaces-in-tehran_6001038_4.html
https://www.foxsports.com.au/more-sports/we-will-be-following-closely-concerns-for-top-iranian-athlete-who-competed-without-hijab/news-story/9d0cbe5b4e25f06a95e6641e37984c05
https://nypost.com/2022/10/18/fears-mount-for-iranian-climber-elnaz-rekabi-who-competed-without-headscarf/


 



As for her cherished family home being destroyed, Iranian local media has asserted 
that the 30 square meter building was part of a 120 square meter structure built 
illegally on a property zoned for other uses and owned by Rekabi’s brother, not a 
family home. 

Exactly one year before the competition, on October 18, 2021, Rekabi’s brother 
began receiving zoning violation notices from The Agricultural Taskforce of Zanjan 
Province. The chief of justice of Zanjan Province announced on May 25th that the 
defendant “had removed 90 square meters of unauthorized ‘change of use’ and 30 
square meters remained unauthorized.” Because the violation was not resolved, 
the building was demolished on June 11th – four months before the wardrobe 
malfunction.  

Images of the demolition show green grass and vibrant foliage on the trees around 
the home, indicating that it took place during June – not in November, when it 
is often below freezing and the leaves have fallen. Clearly the event was a 
traumatic experience for Rekabi’s brother, and not related to his sister’s missing 
hijab or any other future event.  

If CNN’s version of events is somehow true, it is unclear why they have failed to 
report on the Iranian government’s time traveling powers.  

15,000 protesters sentenced to death? Trudeau, 
Hollywood celebs denounce Iran on the basis of a 
phony story 

Joined by noted Iran scholars Viola Davis, Elijah Wood, and Sophie Turner, as well 
as boomer guitar talk box pioneer Peter Frampton, the Canadian Prime Minister 
and World Economic Forum’s representative in Ottawa, Justin Trudeau, posted a 
graphic on social media claiming that Iran “sentences 15,000 protestors to death – 
as a ‘hard lesson’ for all rebels.”  

https://www.tebna.ir/news/191496/
https://www.hamshahrionline.ir/news/725215/%D8%AC%D8%B2%D8%A6%DB%8C%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B2%D9%87-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D8%AF%D9%84%D8%A7%DB%8C%D9%84-%D8%AA%D8%AE%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%A8-%D8%AE%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%87-%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%BA-%D8%AE%D8%A7%D9%86%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%87-%D8%B1%DA%A9%D8%A7%D8%A8%DB%8C-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%A7%DB%8C%D8%AA-%D9%85%D9%82%D8%A7%D9%85
https://weatherspark.com/y/104622/Average-Weather-in-Zanj%C4%81n-Iran-Year-Round
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYLJH4Bs4wc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYLJH4Bs4wc
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ck7UFyqM9ZN/
https://twitter.com/elijahwood/status/1591849777649823744
https://www.instagram.com/p/Ck8YtyVrtwu/?utm_source=ig_embed&ig_rid=c5d4cc41-72da-4507-9e6e-30a7fa27f8f8
https://twitter.com/peterframpton/status/1592129742576455680
https://www.cnn.com/2022/11/15/world/trudeau-deletes-false-tweet-iran-mass-executions-intl/index.html


 

A Newsweek story pushing the extraordinary claim that Iran had sentenced 15,000 
people to death for protesting immediately went viral on social media. Yet the 
claim has been debunked by even official “fact-checkers” normally hostile to Iran’s 
government. These include the BBC, The Guardian, Time Magazine. While other 
celebrities suddenly weighing in on Iranian affairs have deleted their posts, Elijah 
Wood’s tweet expressing horror at the totally fabricated statistic of 15,000 
condemned protesters remains active, with over 6000 likes.  

 

https://www.newsweek.com/iran-votes-execute-protesters-says-rebels-need-hard-lesson-1757931
https://www.bbc.com/news/63643643
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/nov/16/iran-protests-social-media-death-penalty


The basis for this pile of disinformation was an official request by the Iranian 
parliament calling for stronger measures exclusively against violent rioters. It read 
as follows: “227 [of 290] MPs asked the judiciary to firmly respond to the 
provocateurs in recent riots… We the representatives of this nation ask all officials 
of the country, including the Judiciary Branch, to deal as soon as possible with the 
‘muharibs,’ which like ISIS used all sorts of weapons to attack people and their 
property, in a way that teaches others a lesson in accordance to the law […] so that 
it is proved  to everyone that the lives, properties, security and honor of our dear 
people are the redlines of this establishment and it will not compromise with 
anyone in these matters.”  

Muharib, a term specifically used to define a criminal offense roughly translated as 
“armed thuggery,” is distinct from a reference to protestors; it refers specifically 
to people carrying weapons and engaging in violent activity. According to legal 
statutes, muharibs are to be executed or exiled.  

The mostly symbolic request from Iran’s parliament to the judiciary did not refer to 
protestors, nor did the actual law for punishing “armed thuggery” necessitate 
execution. In response to the request, a member of Iran’s judiciary responded with 
irritation, stating, “You should ask me to implement the law, not dictate the 
nuances to me of what to do or what not to do.”  

So where did the utterly bogus claim of 15,000 Iranians sentenced to death for 
merely protesting their government originate from? 

Omid Memarian, an Iranian emigre employed by the Dawn MENA organization 
founded in the name of the late CIA asset Jamal Khashoggi, was the first to tweet 
about the non-existent 15,000. 

https://www.irna.ir/news/84934370/%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA-%DB%B2%DB%B2%DB%B7-%D9%86%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87-%D9%85%D8%AC%D9%84%D8%B3-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%82%D9%88%D9%87-%D9%82%D8%B6%D8%A7%D8%A6%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%B1%D8%AF-%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B7%D8%B9-%D8%A8%D8%A7-%D8%AA%D8%AD%D8%B1%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D9%86%D9%86%D8%AF%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86
https://www.irna.ir/news/84934370/%D8%AF%D8%B1%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%A7%D8%B3%D8%AA-%DB%B2%DB%B2%DB%B7-%D9%86%D9%85%D8%A7%DB%8C%D9%86%D8%AF%D9%87-%D9%85%D8%AC%D9%84%D8%B3-%D8%A7%D8%B2-%D9%82%D9%88%D9%87-%D9%82%D8%B6%D8%A7%D8%A6%DB%8C%D9%87-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%A7%DB%8C-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D8%AE%D9%88%D8%B1%D8%AF-%D9%82%D8%A7%D8%B7%D8%B9-%D8%A8%D8%A7-%D8%AA%D8%AD%D8%B1%DB%8C%DA%A9-%DA%A9%D9%86%D9%86%D8%AF%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%86
https://twitter.com/Omid_M/status/1589388860311891969
https://dawnmena.org/about/who-we-are-2/omid-memarian/
https://twitter.com/Kevin_Shipp/status/1072534763561476096


 

His tweet was quickly followed with one by Karim Sadjadpour, who claimed without 
a shred evidence that Iran had jailed 15,000 protesters. Sadjadpour is a Beltway-
based Iranian anti-government activist employed by the NATO state-
funded Carnegie Endowment.  

Despite the fact that Memarian and Sadjadpour reside well outside Iran, dependent 
entirely on elite US imperial institutions for their livelihoods, Reader Supported 
News claimed they were “prominent figures in Iran…calling for a response from 
foreign governments.”   

The little girl who died three times 

On September 28, billionaire child fantasy author J.K. Rowling retweeted a post 

that read as follows: “Heartbreaking  Iranian father who promised to live long 
enough to dance at his daughter’s wedding ends up dancing at her funeral after she 
was killed by the Iranian morality police for not covering her hair.” The viral tweet 
was accompanied by video clip from the Azerbaijan drama series ‘Ata Ocagi’ 
(Hearth of Father) from 2018. 

https://twitter.com/ksadjadpour/status/1589952530016243714?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1589952530016243714%7Ctwgr%5Eb0bc902670be309ea195d407d0649f40871b08ac%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rsn.org%2F001%2Firanian-parliament-votes-for-the-mass-execution-of-15000-detained-protesters.html
https://ceipfiles.s3.amazonaws.com/pdf/2020_Annual+Report_final.pdf#page=27
https://ceipfiles.s3.amazonaws.com/pdf/2020_Annual+Report_final.pdf#page=27
https://www.rsn.org/001/iranian-parliament-votes-for-the-mass-execution-of-15000-detained-protesters.html
https://www.rsn.org/001/iranian-parliament-votes-for-the-mass-execution-of-15000-detained-protesters.html
https://mobile.twitter.com/Sh_q_y/status/1575207073603678208
https://twitter.com/cavidaga/status/1575388376412438529?s=20&t=NS3NOO7fxRvAIpnL33zCwg
https://twitter.com/cavidaga/status/1575388376412438529?s=20&t=NS3NOO7fxRvAIpnL33zCwg


 

This same scene has been used to manipulate emotions in narratives used to 
advance both Covid restrictions and Syrian regime change. 

  

Just imagine being killed by the Syrian “regime,” then succumbing to Covid before 
being cruelly cut down by the Ayatollah’s security services. Few, if any, have 
suffered such horrible, multiple deaths at the hands of so many official enemies 

https://imgur.com/gallery/Qx4unmA
https://www.tiktok.com/@amanj_aziz1/video/7039130066269244678?is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=7039130066269244678


and viral threats. The reincarnation record might only be broken if the fake dead 
girl rises again just to be taken out a fourth time in a NATO operation led by Lord 
Voldemort.  

 

Above tweet: “The daughter of the father who had promised her he would dance 
at her wedding, died of Covid-19; so he danced at her funeral….a scene so tragic 
even the stones and trees cried.” 



 



UN Iran expert’s imaginary ban on Kurdish names 

During a November 2022 press conference at the United Nations, the UN’s Special 
Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, Javaid 
Rehman, falsely claimed that Iran bans Kurdish names from being registered.  

In reality, the Iranian government’s online official registry of names shows at least 
5686 people have registered their names as Zhina, which was Mahsa Amini’s Kurdish 
name. Rehman stated: 

“On the subject of Kurdistan and the issue from Kurdistan, as you know, Kurdish 
people historically and in contemporary terms have been denied their 
fundamental human rights. And I will just give you one example: Zhina is a Kurdish 
name but she was not allowed to use that name on the national register because 
the state does not allow Kurdish identity or Kurdish expression in any shape or 
form,”  

Below is a screenshot of the directory for the official registrar of names in Iran 
showing that at least 5686 people have been named Zhina, and that it is still a 
valid 
name. 

 

Why the UN still considers a name like ‘Javaid Rehman’ to be synonymous with 
expertise on the internal affairs of Iran is a mystery, however. 

Former footballer Ali Karimi scores hat trick of 
blatant lies 

https://www.sharghdaily.com/Section-iran-256/860293-thought-about-javaid-rahman-false-report
https://www.rudaw.net/english/world/271020221
https://www.sabteahval.ir/


A former Iranian football star with 14.4 million followers on Instagram named Ali 
Karimi has played an especially influential role in the current unrest in the country 
of his birth. He has also contributed to three widely disseminated lies. Despite his 
lack of credibility, the Scrooge-like Karimi was warmly received by the German 
President this week in a bid to bolster support for the unrest.  

Ali has claimed the picture below shows an Iranian protester shot dead by a DShK 
heavy machine gun. The Dushka or DShK 1938, fires 12.7×108-millimeter rounds, 
which are nearly ten percent larger than .50 caliber rounds which are so 
devastating that their shockwave can cause lethal neurological damage.  

Left: a real photo of a man injured in a motorcycle accident; right: Karimi’s post 
falsely claiming the man was injured by a DshK machine gun fired by the Iranian 
security services. 
Ali’s bogus image was immediately debunked by one of his own fans (see the text 
above circled in red). “I loved and still love Ali Karimi,” the fan stated, “but to be 
honest, this is a picture of my friend in the neighboring village, after he had a 
motorcycle accident a few months ago”. The fan then posted the picture on the 
right side and stated, “This is the full picture from my own phone.”  

The man in the picture turns out to be Ali Hamidvand, a resident of the village of 
Varineh in Hamedan Province. His leg was amputated after a motorcycle accident 
which took place on July 13, 2022. In a December 2022 interview, an indignant 
Hamidvand asked the judiciary to take action against Ali Karimi, accusing him of 
exploiting a photo of Hamidvand to advance his cynical regime change campaign. 
Hamidvand stated that Karimi had dishonored him and his family during an 
agonizing and traumatic experience.  

https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/480041/Dumb-and-Dumber-New-Episode-in-Berlin
https://www.tehrantimes.com/news/480041/Dumb-and-Dumber-New-Episode-in-Berlin
https://www.javanonline.ir/fa/news/1117953/%D9%87%D8%AA%D8%B1%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%BA%E2%80%8C%D9%BE%D8%B1%D8%A7%DA%A9%D9%86%DB%8C-%D8%B9%D9%84%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%85%DB%8C-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%B4%DB%B8-%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AA-%D8%AC%D8%A7-%D8%B2%D8%AF%D9%86-%D8%AA%D8%B5%D9%88%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%AA%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%81-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AC%D8%A7%DB%8C-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6
https://www.javanonline.ir/fa/news/1117953/%D9%87%D8%AA%D8%B1%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D8%AF%D8%B1%D9%88%D8%BA%E2%80%8C%D9%BE%D8%B1%D8%A7%DA%A9%D9%86%DB%8C-%D8%B9%D9%84%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D8%B1%DB%8C%D9%85%DB%8C-%D8%AF%D8%B1-%DB%B4%DB%B8-%D8%B3%D8%A7%D8%B9%D8%AA-%D8%AC%D8%A7-%D8%B2%D8%AF%D9%86-%D8%AA%D8%B5%D9%88%DB%8C%D8%B1-%D8%AA%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AF%D9%81-%D8%A8%D9%87-%D8%AC%D8%A7%DB%8C-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%85%D8%B9%D8%AA%D8%B1%D8%B6
https://www.tasnimnews.com/fa/news/1401/09/04/2811622
https://www.tasnimnews.com/fa/news/1401/09/04/2811622
https://www.aparat.com/v/kFXef


Next, Ali Karimi took images of a bombing in Kabul, Afghanistan in 2016 and falsely 
portrayed them as an Iranian state-sponsored massacre in the Kurdish city of 
Javanrood, Iran.  

Left: a photo by the news service RFI showing people killed and injured during an 
attack on protesters in Kabul, July 2016. Right: Ali Karimi on Instagram falsely 
claiming, “November 22, 2022 #Javanrood; This is not Syria nor Gaza; this is in 
Javanroud. Innocent people lose their lives at the hands of the state’s 
mercenaries.” 
In another case of blatant deception, Karimi snatched a photo from the 2012 
holiday fundraiser of a Pakistani charity showing a distraught young girl cradling 
her younger brother in her lap in the midst of a scorching heat wave, and falsely 
portrayed its contents as depicting Baluchi children abused by Iran’s security 
forces. He wrote: “These people’s rights have always been violated throughout 
their lives. They didn’t deserve bullets. #MyIran #Sistan_Baluchestan”.  

http://www.mybitforchange.org/2012/is-an-average-pakistani-a-super-human/


 

Non-existent dead person turns out to be living 
Iranian rapper 

A person named Nadia Arefani has been presented as a casualty of the lethal 
violence of Iran’s security forces. However, the images of Arefani circulating on 
social media depict a not-very famous, but still very much alive Iranian rapper 
known as Niloufar. And Arefani herself may not even exist at all. 

The photo of Niloufar was first shared by a Twitter user who had been encouraging 
Iranians to take up arms against their government, painting violent insurrection as 
the path to freedom and independence. Claiming the headshot depicted someone 
named Nadia Arefani, the Twitter user said they were killed by the Iranian police. 
The claim was later promoted on the Women’s Committee NCRI Twitter account, 
an affiliate of the Saudi and Israeli-backed MEK cult, which is openly devoted to 
fomenting regime change in Iran. Many social media users quickly pointed out that 
the person depicted in the post was an Iranian rap musician named Niloufar.  

https://twitter.com/AlibakhshiMaji3/status/1579131035903983617
https://twitter.com/womenncri/status/1580194421294833665
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBBdrz0jWuC/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


 

Bryan Adams lies about Iranian singer’s arrest 

Washed-up 1980’s pop-rock balladeer Bryan Adams claimed this his supposed 
friend, Iranian singer Sirvan Khosravi, “has been arrested in Iran for supporting the 
women’s rights movement against the murder of Mahsa Amini and the rule that 
women are not free to wear a hijab how they wish.” 

Adams’ tweet earned close to 9000 likes, even though he tagged the wrong account 
– a random egg with 31 followers – suggesting he was not as well acquainted with 
Khosravi as he claimed.  

Adam’s tweet prompted Khosravi to take to his Instagram account to correct the 
record. He stated that he and his brother Zaniar had never been held by Iran’s 
security services or jailed: “Zaniar and I are not detained, don’t worry. Our biggest 
wealth is your support and love. Be assured that we’ll stand by you under any 
condition.”  



 



 

A NATO think tanker’s “rent-a-crowds” 

Barbara Slavin, the former director of the “Future of Iran Initiative” at the NATO 
and Saudi-sponsored Atlantic Council, claimed the massive rallies held across Iran 
in support of the government represented “rent-a-crowds” filled with desperate 
people “promised free lunch to chant these tired slogans”.  

https://thegrayzone.com/2019/10/13/dcs-atlantic-council-raked-in-funding-from-hunter-bidens-corruption-stained-employer-while-courting-his-vp-father/
https://twitter.com/s_m_marandi/status/1588538092020908037?s=20&t=YuMLxwYsDYot_JciLgEMsA


 



The notion that the ranks of pro-government rallies are inflated due to the 
enticement of free, government-distributed drinks or snacks is an ongoing 
trope repeated in legacy media since Iran’s revolution in 1979. What is never 
mentioned, however, is that at large public gatherings, it is common for individuals 
to offer drinks and food as a way of showing hospitality and religious piety. 
Furthermore, in a theocratic system like Iran’s, the government represents a 
religious institution, which makes it no different than a church providing free 
coffee and doughnuts. Do millions of Americans attend church every week simply 
for the free refreshments? 

Perhaps the most underreported event in the world is the Arbaeen Pilgrimage, in 
which over 25 million people walk for days, for over 50 miles, from Najaf to 
Karbala. Along the route, they are treated to “copious” free food, free drinks and 
free accommodation provided primarily by Iranians. This all takes place in the 
context of the same cultural tradition that Western media misinterprets to 
delegitimize Iran’s massive pro-government protests.  

However, unlike with the Arbaeen Pilgrimage, no photographic evidence exists of 
food distribution during any of the recent massive pro-government rallies in Iran – 
not a food truck in sight. A rally of 100,000 people would require approximately 11 
tons of food (at 100 grams per serving) to accommodate, which would make images 
of food distribution impossible to ignore. Yet Slavin’s lazy claim was not 
accompanied by a single piece of visual proof. Nor did she explain how free food 
was sufficient to motivate Iranians to pour into the streets for their government in 
the midst of blistering snow storms.  

Euronews reports shootings of protesters across Iran, 
produces zero evidence 

The Persian website of Euronews posted a series of random images alleging that 
Iran’s security forces had opened fire on protesters across the country. 

According to Euronews, “news circulating on social media” indicated that protests 
were held in Tehran and other cities including Isfahan, Arak, and Sanandaj. It then 
claimed that “some other users also reported shootings around Azadi Square as well 
as in Isfahan and cities in the west of the country.” 

As seen below, the report by Euronews contained revealing caveats like “based on 
news published on social media”; “Euronews cannot verify the authenticity of the 
news”; and “it is said that” the clashes occurred. 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2010/feb/12/iran-revolution-31st-anniversary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arba%27een_Pilgrimage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=8rSfqOUWX9c&ab_channel=Healthyfood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arba%27een_Pilgrimage#Free_services
https://twitter.com/alexshams_/status/1061045000446926849
https://twitter.com/ramina___/status/1314082811679309824?lang=en
https://www.mashreghnews.ir/photo/936101/%D8%B9%DA%A9%D8%B3-%DB%B2%DB%B2%D8%A8%D9%87%D9%85%D9%86-%D8%A8%D8%B1%D9%81%DB%8C-%D9%85%D8%B1%D8%AF%D9%85-%D9%87%D9%85%D8%AF%D8%A7%D9%86


 



Though Euronews had no evidence to support its incendiary claims, nothing seemed 
to restrain its editors for going to print. Because in a Western media culture 
overflowing with regime change zealotry, the news matters less than the narrative. 
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